To study the effects of antioxidants on generation of DC trees and grounded DC trees, experiments were conducted using XLPE samples containing phenolic and sulfur type antioxidants. Table 1 shows samples used for the experiments. Sample No. 1 (N) in Table 1 is XLPE with no additives; Nos. 2 and 3 are XLPE samples containing phenolic antioxidants A, B. Number 4 is a sample containing sulfur type antioxidant C.
Experiments were conducted using specimens with an inserted needle electrode with a 3 µm tip radius of curvature. Tree inception voltages (TIVs) of DC trees and grounded DC trees were estimated using an optical microscope (200x) .
The 50% TIVs of all samples are shown in Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b). The results illustrate that the respective inception voltages of the negative DC trees are higher, in all samples, than those of the positive trees. However, the TIVs of the grounded positive DC trees are higher than those of the negative trees. Regarding antioxidant effects, the experiments showed that sulfur type antioxidant C increases the respective TIVs of the DC trees and the grounded DC trees. Phenolic antioxidant A increases the TIVs of DC trees and grounded DC trees.
Based on results of experiments, the mechanisms of tree inception of the DC trees and the grounded DC trees were examined along with the mechanism of polarity effects of those trees. The DC tree is thought to occur at the site where the electric stress is sufficiently high to be greater than the dielectric strength of the material. The reason for the higher TIVs of the negative DC trees was inferred to be the greater stress-relieving effect of the greater amount of injected negative charges than positive charges. In the case of the grounded DC tree, trees are generated at the site of high electric field produced by the returning injected charges when applied DC voltages are grounded. The higher electric field is produced, in this case, by returning a greater amount of negative charges. This could be the reason for lower TIV of grounded negative DC trees than that of the grounded positive DC tree.
Considering these mechanisms of tree inception of the DC trees, and the grounded DC trees, the respective effects of antioxidants on suppressing them were examined. The tree-suppressing effect of sulfur type antioxidants on the grounded DC trees was presumed to cause the trapping effect for the returning charges at grounding. It was also inferred that enhancing effects for charge injection from the metal electrode might be responsible for the increased TIVs of antioxidant-added XLPEs. To study the effects of antioxidants on the initiation of the DC tree and the grounded DC tree, experiments were conducted using XLPE specimens containing phenolic and sulfur type antioxidants. Experimental results showed that sulfur type antioxidants in XLPE have the effect of increasing inception voltages of both the DC tree and the grounded DC tree. Based on results of those experiments, the mechanism of increase in the inception voltage of the DC tree and the grounded DC tree by antioxidants was examined along with the mechanism of polarity effects on those trees. Results showed a promotional effect of charge injection from a needle electrode by antioxidants, which are responsible for the increased inception voltages of the DC tree. Charge trapping by antioxidants explains the increase of inception voltages of the grounded DC tree.
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